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Introduction
Monitoring economic activity on a monthly, weekly, or even higher frequency basis is at the heart of an early asessment of macroeconomic conditions and the crucial information base for decision making in the private and governmental sector. However, for industrialized economies in the contemporary world GDP data is published quarterly and information on GDP growth usually becomes available with a lag of six weeks seen from the end of a particular quarter through so-called flash or first releases. 1 First releases are early announcements of second releases also referred to as final estimates (Camacho and Perez-Quiros, 2010; Camacho and Doménech, 2012) . The latter are released about 14 weeks after the respective quarter has ended and are possibly subject to revisions and corrections. This circumstance has led several influential institutions such as the OECD to forecast growth rates of macroeconomic aggregates in real time and to make projections available on a more timely basis. Besides these "judgement based" real-time forecasts (Camacho and Perez-Quiros, 2010) , monthly indicators are circulated that are drawn from official statistics or from surveys.
Relying on information from such data, which is available at the desired time and (higher) frequency and pre-selected to be closely related to the variable of interest, a dynamic factor model (DFM) can be used to deduce a common factor, that is, a single indicator at the higher frequency for the variable of interest. Recently, "approximate" DFMs have become a widely used tool to nowcast GDP growth at the national or supra-national level; see, for example, Aruoba, Diebold, and Scotti (2009) 
for the United
States, Camacho and Doménech (2012) for Spain, Angelini et al. (2008a) , Angelini et al. (2008b) , Camacho and Perez-Quiros (2010) , and Camacho and Garcia-Serrador (2013) for the Euro Area. 2 They modify the "exact" DFM by Stock and Watson (1991) to account for problems of different frequency and asynchronous publication of series underlying the real-time forecast in applying a Kalman Filter strategy to fill up the series. 3 A central critical aspect of this class of small-scale nowcasting models is the aforementioned pre-selection of indicators to be considered in the DFM routine. For example, Camacho and Perez-Quiros (2010, p. 672-674) suggest and apply the following selection procedure based on "successive enlargements." Having defined a set of core 1 Note, the figure of six weeks represents just a rough average. As Castle, Fawcett, and Hendry (2009, p. 71) note preliminary estimates for UK GDP growth are available up to 24 days after the end of the quarter for which a nowcast is required. For the Euro Area preliminary estimates are published 45 days after the respective quarter.
2 Apart from Aruoba et al. (2009) who also include series in weekly frequency, these studies focus on indicators in monthly and quarterly frequency.
3 As an alternative track Castle and Hendry (2010) advanced an approach based on bridging equations (as interpolating devices). It addresses model uncertainty by automatic model selection including an impulse-indicator saturation (IIS) algorithm.
variables, the idea is to enlarge this set. The decision of adding a new indicator is based on whether its inclusion increases the percentage of variance of GDP growth explained by the common factor or not. This method is intended to lead to a "screening out of those additional indicators that capture idiosyncratic dynamics and that do not lead to better fit for GDP growth through the common component." However, this method has a crucial drawback as the ordering with which new indicators are added and possibly screened out is arbitrary. It might be the case that one candidate indicator substantially increases the percentage of variance of GDP growth explained by the common factor when considered as ultimate or penultimate indicator (after several new candidate indicators having been included) but does not lead to an improvement of the fit of the common factor if considered as first candidate. Camacho and Perez-Quiros (2010, p. 674) are aware of this deficiency by noting that they are not treating newly added variables symmetrically and that further research regarding the implementation stage of using a DFM for nowcasting purposes is needed.
The present study contributes to the improvement of the implementation stage of approximate DFMs. In order to address model uncertainty in the context of selecting indicators as input for an approximate DFM to nowcast GDP, we propose to subject the final step of the selection of indicators to an extreme bounds analysis (EBA). 4 In a simple and stylized exemplary application, we show that including a basic EBA as final step in the selection process improves the accuracy of the nowcast. Our sample application consists in nowcasting Spanish GDP growth at a monthly frequency, which through official channels is available only in quarterly frequency. Our selection of indicators from a "universe of potentially available time series" (Camacho and Doménech, 2012) proceeds in two steps. First, we reduce a set of 258 time series related to Spanish GDP and available at monthly frequency to 27 series by keeping only those series showing a reasonable correlation with the series to be nowcasted both contemporaneously and at its quarterly and yearly lags. This allows us in a second step to apply an EBA procedure to narrow this set further by dropping "non-robust" or "fragile" indicators. To identify robust indicators, the strategy is to consider all possible regressions with quarterly GDP as dependent that can be estimated by taking combinations of a parsimonious sub-set of the 27 pre-selected series. The sensitivity analysis then consists in checking for each series whether the resulting distribution of parameter estimates has only positive or negative support, that is, whether the respective coefficient estimate does not change its sign in all regression runs. The latter should, at least, hold in an interval of so-called "extreme bounds" (Levine and Renelt, 1992) . Following this strategy, we find 14 indicators reasonably correlated with GDP that are robust in explaining GDP growth according to these standards: Besides industrial production and a series of survey-based confidence and order-book indicators, a real estate stock exchange index and the number of workers subject to social security contributions qualify.
Approximate Dynamic Factor Model
The starting idea of DFMs is the assumption that each series of a set can be written as the sum of two stochastic components: a common factor f t , which for instance reflects the overall business cycle component of an economy and an idiosyncratic component u t which captures the specific characteristics of each series (Lütkepohl, 2005) . The sum of the two components can be written as:
where y t is a K × 1 vector of variables, f t is an N × 1vector of common factors with N < K, and L is a K × N matrix of factor loadings. Factor analysis models assume that the idiosyncratic components u t , u t−s are independent. The same applies to factors f t , f t−s . However, for estimating time series it is more realistic to allow for some serial correlation of factors. Thus, equations for the common factor f t and the idiosyncratic component u t are more reasonably specified as
and
where η t and ε t represent white noise processes.
The coefficients to be estimated are the factor loadings coefficient matrix L and matrices A i and C i for i = 1, . . . , p.
Finally, the equation used to forecast GDP growth rate γ some h periods ahead is written as
where a (L) and b (L) denote lag polynomials in L of order p a and p b , respectively, is particularly parsimonious as regards the small-scale property of models.
The actual estimation comprises three steps. The first one is the computation of the Gaussian Likelihood using the Kalman Filter. The second one consists of the estimation of the parameters of matrices L, A i and C i . The last step is the utilization of the Kalman Filter smoother to obtain estimates of factor f t .
The Kalman Filter recursively computes unobserved states given certain observations minimizing the mean of the squared error. As equation (1) contains the available information it represents the observation equation, while equations (2) and (3) model the unobserved state. Hence, they make our state equations in the state-space representation. The estimation proceeds in two stages: prediction and updating. Following Stock and Watson (1991) , the first stage consists in the prediction equations which are given by
where α t|τ represents the estimate of the vector of states (f t and u t in this case) according to the available information of the indicators of vector y at all periods until τ , and
where
, that is the estimation of the covariance matrix of the state vector with the available information until period τ .
Given this information, the vector of indicators y t can be predicted at period t − 1 by
and the implied forecast error is given by
The corresponding variance-covariance matrix is
Equations (5) to (9) are used to obtain a-priori estimates of values for state α t given some arbitrary initial values α 0|0 and P 0|0 . Following the a-priori estimate, an a-posteriori update is calculated via
Proceedingly, the updated values for α t and P t are used to re-do the same procedure recursively again. From there, the log likelihood is computed and maximized in order to estimate coefficients.
Obviously, the elementary and first challenge for the specification of the model is the selection of the indicators, i.e., of the variables contained in vector y.
In-sample analysis
The variable to be nowcasted for our sample case is quarterly GDP growth for the 
Implementation
The central contribution of this study is to mechanize the indicator selection process relying on correlation coefficient thresholds and the EBA approach. In our exemplary case, we initially consider 258 variables related to Spanish GDP. These variables contain expectation surveys on production data (national and regional), order book information, confidence indicators, electricity consumption, consumer surveys, social security and unemployment series, information on self-employment and state expenses, tax payments, bond yields, and other financial variables. All of these variables are available in a monthly frequency and cover, at least, 10 years during the period at stake. All non-deseasonalized series were seasonally adjusted using standard techniques. Time series which were not stationary in levels were transformed into monthly growth rates.
All monthly growth rates were tested to be stationary.
Choice of core-set of indicators. The first criterion of selecting from variables intended to serve as indicators for the calculation of the common factor is the correlation coefficient with the GDP quarterly growth rate. We consider the respective coefficients for each series as well as its quarterly and yearly lags. To qualify for the core-set in contemporary or lagged expression it is required to top a threshold for the respective correlation coefficient amounting to |.05|, i.e. 5 percent in absolute terms. In our sample nowcast of monthly GDP growth rates for Spain, 27 series meet this requirement.
Extreme bounds analysis. The second part of our proposal for a selection procedure consists in applying a standard EBA (Levine and Renelt, 1992) in order to check if the selected variables are "robust" in explaining GDP growth. The central idea of this part of the procedure is to check whether the remaining K candidate indicators (here, K = 27) for the common factor are truely stable in their ralationship with GDP growth.
To this end, for each of the K candidate variables c a total number of J of the following regressions are estimated
where x i,j denotes a vector of up to three (k = 3) additional indicator candidates, acting as randomly assigned conditioners in each of the J regression models. The order p x β of the polynomial β x i,j (L) in L is chosen on the basis of information criteria AIC and BIC for each k, respectively. Hence, the minimum number of models to be checked J min is
In our case (K − 1 = 26; k = 3), J min = 2, 600 and, hence, a total number K × J min = 27 × 2, 600 = 70, 200 would have to be estimated disregarding L. Cosindering L, we actually estimated a total of K × J = 309, 960 models. For each model j, we obtain estimates β c j and σ βc j distributed across regressions j = 1, ..., J. Additionally, we define an upper and lower extreme bound (EB) for each candidate indicator c and for each model j, that is,
A candidate indicator is said to be robust in the sense of Levine and Renelt (1992) if
The intuition behind applying EBA in the present context is straightforward: whether a candidate indicator c t behaves procyclically or countercyclically, i.e. is positively or negatively related with γ t , is a defining property. This property should not change by including other indicator series as covariates, i.e. should not depend on whether γ t is subjected to a randomly drawn set of further indicators in contemporaneous or contemporaneous and lagged expressions. In our sample case, the above sketched EBA procedure identifies 14 variables as robust. They are listed in Two further selected variables are noteworthy. The first one is the number of "workers on labor register affiliated to social security" that indirectly also captures registered unemployment as a kind of "other side of the same coin" variable. The latter is typically identified as a central indicator in approximate DFM nowcasts of Spanish GDP. 5 The second selected variable that stands out is the Madrid Stock Exchange for Real Estate and Finance Index. In the Spanish case, boom and bust dynamics on the real estate market, in particular, in the last two decades, are reasonable to be closely related to the dynamics of GDP growth. We find the most profound correlation of this index with GDP growth at a lag of eight months. Hence, we select the market value of real estate eight months ago as stable indicator for deducing Spanish GDP growth today.
5 The authors owe this information to a remark by Domenico Giannone. The final DFM specification, corresponding to lowest information criteria values, is obtained for lag orders p = 2 and q = 1 for f t and u t , respectively. 6
Absolute and relative performance: in-sample
In Figure 
Absolute and relative performance: out-of-sample
To examine and compare the out-of-sample characteristics of the two indices based on the full set of 27 core indicators on the one hand and on 14 variables from the core set after screening out fragile indicators using EBA techniques on the other, we consider an AR(2) model as benchmark predictor. The in-sample predicted GDP growth obtained from a benchmark AR(2) process along with actual quarterly GDP growth figures is shown in Figure 3 above.
We proceed widely in line with the applied literature (see, e.g., Castle et al., 2009) in judging the out-of-sample forecast potential of the derived common factor. In order to assess the one-period ahead forecast properties, we treat the period starting the second quarter of 1975 to the first quarter of 2003 as given and successively extend this window by an additional quarterly observation to make one-quarter ahead projections for each successive step of prolonging the in-sample-"window" up to the penultimate quarter. Hence, our first projection uses equation (4) The dashed line refers to the EBA-robustly implemented DFM derived index based on 14 constituting indicators, the solid line to the one based on 27 constituting indicators, and the dotted one to the benchmark AR(2) predictor, respectively. Obviously, both DFM-based models generate much lower forecast errors than the benchmark AR(2). In particular, this holds for times of crises. The error measure spike at the beginning of the great recession and at its onset is the lowest for the EBA-robust DFM index. Even just by eyeballing, we get the impression that the more parsimonious EBA based model slightly outperforms the one based on nearly double as much, that is, 27 indicator series.
Putting a stronger weight on larger deviations of forecasts from actual values, we obtain a similar picture for the squared forecast errors (SFE) as shown in the lower part of Table 2 , where "relative" errors refer to ratios of the respective errors to the corresponding errors of the AR (2) Obviously, the common factor extraction including an EBA in the final pre-selection stage outperforms the one excluding it across all considered measures and periods shown in Table 2 . We consider for the averaging of forecast errors the total forecast period from T 1 (2003:Q1) to T 34 (2011:Q2) as well as both a period excluding the complete period following the great recession and a period that leaves out the quarters from the third quarter of 2008 to the second quarter of 2009, that is, the period when the shock corresponding to the crisis hit the economy. 7 Our results remain mainly untouched.
7 One reason for doing so is that one might be bothered that by merely dropping some indicators in the derivation of the common factor raises the weight of the stock exchange for real estate and finance index in the constitution of the factor and through this channel alone Throughout forecast erros are the lowest for the common factor including the EBA exercise in the final step of its implementation. It is also this factor that throughout ourperforms the univariate benchmark model by implying relative forecast errors < 1.
Assessing only the one-period ahead forecasting potential using rolling window techniques does, however, not fully measure up to the potential of approximate DFM derived factors to nowcast politically relevant economic series as outlined in the introductory paragraphs of the present study. We, therefore, also suggest to examine the nowcasting properties of the derived monthly indices over the entire period of investigation. A visual impression is given in Figure 6 , while Figure 5 Figure 5 highlights the actual nowcasts of the analyzed indicators at monthly frequency. For these type of comparisons, the monthly common factor series were transformed to imply the same first and second moments as the actual GDP growth series. A summary of mean absolute nowcast errors (MANE) and mean squared nowcast errors (MSNE) of common factors transformed along these lines and evaluated at every third observation (month) is given in Table 3 . The EBA including common factor outperforms only as regards the absolute nowcast errors. However, with regard to MSNE values the differences to the ones of the 27 indicators based factor are much smaller and actually close to zero.
Conclusion
In this study, we analyzed the implementation stage of approximate dynamic factor models (DFMs) to nowcast GDP growth in a sample exercise using Spanish time series.
We propose a two-tiered procedure to meachnize the implementation of parsimonious nowcasting models. In a first step, variables highly correlated with GDP are identified as "core" indicators. In a second step, they are checked for robustness in the sense of extreme bounds analysis before we use them in a DFM-framework to exemplarily nowcast Spanish GDP growth. We find that our implementation produces more accurate nowcasts than both a benchmark stochastic process and the implementation based on the total set of core indicators. It remains for future work to refine the suggested meachnization which, as we are aware, still has a somewhat "brute force" character. Additionally, we leave it to follow-up work to scrutinize both stages of the proposed procedure with regard to their stability in screening out indicators over different recursively enlarged sub-period samples. Nevertheless, the analyzed back-of-the-envelope strategy already outperformed both a basic autoregressive process gives the EBA based factor a comparative advantage. However, as can be seen from Table 2 , the AFE difference between the two factors is the largest if we leave out the recent crisis which is generally seen to be rooted in Spanish housing price dynamics.
and a less parsimonious model as regards predictive capability. Finally and most importantly, the proposed procedure overcomes a common deficiency of the existing literature by treating candidate indicators for the derivation of the common factor symmetrically against the backdrop of model uncertainty.
